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NEW INSPIRATION 4

Grammar EXTRA! Worksheet 1

What (a/an) …, so/such (a/an) …, result clauses: so/such … that,
order of adjectives
1 Choose the correct word.
1

These shoes are so / such comfortable. I love them.

2

This is so / such a comfortable bed, let’s buy it.

3

Maria’s so / such a lovely girl.

4

That film was so / such incredible. Let’s watch it again.

5

The fish in the sea are so / such amazing. They’re beautiful.

6

Peter’s so / such a fantastic teacher. I’ve learnt so much from him.

7

His car’s so / such huge, eight people can get in it.

8

I’m reading so / such a long book that I don’t know when I’ll finish it.

2 Put the adjectives in the correct order and complete the sentences.
1

Do you like my             

2

He won the lottery and bought an             

3

I spent the last two weeks on a             

4

She’s got a(n)             

5

We had dinner in a             

6

We went to see a film by a             

7

I must show you my             

8

Have you met his new girlfriend? She’s a             

jacket? (black/new/beautiful)
car. (American/enormous/old)
beach. (long/white/fantastic)

guitar. (Spanish/incredible/old)
restaurant. (small/Russian/unknown)
film director. (Chinese/new/unknown)

boots. They’re so comfortable. (Italian/red/fantastic)
model. (tall/Brazilian/beautiful)

3 Each sentence has one mistake. Write the correct sentences.
1

What amazing discovery!


2

The mobile was such expensive that I couldn’t buy it.


3

I saw a green, beautiful, enormous fish while I was swimming.


4

It was so an interesting book, I want to read it again.


5

What lovely a hat!


6

It was such a good party what we didn’t get home until 3.00am.


7

He was wearing a black new leather jacket.


8

What such an old car!
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